Infor10 ION Enterprise Search (Lawson)

Find Infor and non-Infor data in
seconds.
Think of all the data your system contains. Now think of the last time
you needed to access some information from a week ago, a month
ago, a year ago, or even longer. Of course, you know the data exists
somewhere in your system, but you don’t always know where to find
it. For example:
• You need documents, policies, contracts, or purchasing records
created by a former employee.
• You need to identify duplicate records after a merger or
acquisition.
• You only have partial data available and you need the rest.
You don’t have hours, days, or weeks to navigate mountains of
menus or forms, run reports, and conduct database queries—your
business environment is too fast paced and competitive. When you
need information, you need it now. If only you could search all of
your system data to find what you need, like you do on the Internet.

Search your data instantly.
Your solution is Infor10™ ION Enterprise Search (Lawson)—an
intuitive, simple-to-use search application for your Infor and
non-Infor data. With the solution in place, you don’t have to know
where the data you seek resides. Similar to popular Internet search
engines, Enterprise Search is designed to help you search and find
relevant information securely, and in seconds.

Enterprise Search gets you to the
data you need, securely and fast. As a
result, you gain time to focus on more
strategic and value-added tasks.

Seek and find.
At the core of Enterprise Search is innovative technology, delivered
as a “virtual appliance”—a virtual machine with pre-installed
software. This approach reduces deployment time, so that within a
short timeframe you’re equipped to:
• Conduct free-form searches across multiple data sources,
including Infor applications, Infor10 ION Business Intelligence,
and others.
• Limit your searches to specific data sources.
• Search and access your locally indexed personal transaction
history.
• Find previously “unsearchable” data, such as description fields,
comments, and email attachment file names.
• Search simultaneously multiple tables and applications quickly
and easily.
• Search non-Infor data that reside on your own PC, network file
system, email account, and other sources.

Keeping it in context.

Work smarter, not harder.

Enterprise Search understands the context of the data it finds by
means of an “interest center.” Embedded in Infor core business
applications, interest centers define what data are to be searched,
as well as what should be returned to the user, based on what data
are found. Simply conduct a keyword search. You’ll receive secure
search results that include descriptions, form keys, and
actionable links you can click to go directly to the related
document. And since queries made with Enterprise Search use
their own data indexes, you don’t need to worry about high
numbers of search requests or inefficient search queries affecting
existing application-database performance.

Enterprise Search gets you to the data you need, securely and
fast. As a result, you gain time to focus on more strategic and
value-added tasks. Time-to-completion of a task is dramatically
reduced since Enterprise Search enables you to:
• Search, navigate, and report in a seamless operation.
• Reach actionable data faster.
• Eliminate the need to know where data resides.
• Search for data from multiple sources simultaneously.
Infor10™ ION Enterprise Search (Lawson)—It's what you've really
been looking for.

About Infor.
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise
applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large
and mid-size companies improve operations and drive
growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more
about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.
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